LIVING IN THE GARDEN.

Concept:
LIVING IN GARDEN is the title of the hybrid housing project, located in Katowice, Poland, in Silesian district. Project is located between 2 different housing areas - high rise housing from 70’, single family houses and social housing spaces. The project is located on the allotment gardens, and that determined the spatial structure of the housing - the hybrid of houses, social and private gardens, common spaces and public square for inhabitants. The Living in Garden project tries to answer the question - how can we create sustainable housing space in the middle of big, fast changing city, and how can we create different spaces for different inhabitants and users, at different age, with various habits and lifestyle, still providing the both open and private gardens and multifunctional spaces for inhabitants.

The basis for the design was the analysis of 3 main structures:
- Social structure
- Spatial structure
- House structure
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